SOLAR

ENERGY UNDER CONTROL
Cloud application for monitoring photovoltaic sites,
for professionals and business experts

MONITOR

over

9 000

sites
over

1,8 GWp

Visualise the performance of all your assets at a glance,
and be alerted in case of malfunction or production drop.

ANALYSE
Use advanced analytics tools to track performance and
receive customised reports.

MAINTAIN
Reduce the downtime of your power plants thanks to the
integrated maintenance module and the mobile application
for service technicians.

ADMINISTRATE
Manage users and customise dashboards.
Plan commissioning in autonomy according to your own
timeline.

Usertailored
views

OPERATORS

ASSET MANAGERS

OWNERS

Pilot and maintain your sites
with a technical tool that
is compatible with most
equipment on the market

Track the actual
performance of your entire
portfolio

Manage the performance
of your sites and integrate
it into your energy strategy

Energysoft software
is suitable for any type
of solar plant and any
power: ground-mounted
or rooftop sites,
connected to the grid or in
self-consumption

With Energysoft, bring customised monitoring
to your renewable energy plants

A cloud solution for
remote performance
analysis

A multi-site, multimanufacturer solution

Energysoft monitors all your power stations thanks to its
custom dashboards and its ability to send you alarms on
malfunctions.

Energysoft processes data from your plants sent by
on-site communication gateways, PLCs or APIs. They send
information regularly to our servers, which analyze, aggregate
and archive it.

This data is returned to you in several forms:

The software offers advanced analysis, such
as production modeling or smart neighborhood
using machine learning technology, developed in
collaboration with business experts.

• Custom dashboards consisting of widgets (charts, tables ...)
that you assemble according to your needs

• Custom alerts sent by email, SMS or mobile notifications
• Custom reports generated and sent automatically

Share information freely

In order to consider the heterogeneity of your portfolio,
Energysoft is compatible with most equipment: inverters,
meters, weather sensors, dataloggers, industrial computers
or any cloud-based API from different manufacturers.

Each user connects under a single portal from their
computer, tablet or phone.
You can share with guests (maintainer and investor,...) the
views you have chosen, or build a TV page for a public
hall.

A communication pack including
prepaid mobile data and VPN

SOME RECENT

INNOVATIONS

As an option, we offer a communication pack including a
WebdynSUN gateway and an M2M card without subscription
(communication over a multi-operator 3G network)

Direct grid operator meter reading in case of

Remote power limitation based on

loss of communication (France and Spain)

EPEX spot market data (Europe)
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